QUOTES
Always be nice to Secretaries: They are the real gatekeepers in the world.
Anthony J. D’Angelo
Knowledge is of no value unless you put it into practice
Anton Chekhov
We know what we are, but not what we may be
William Shakespeare
The great thing in this world is not so much where we stand, as in what direction we
are moving.
Oliver Wendell Homes Sen.
1809-94 – American physician and writer
A place for everything, everything in its place
Benjamin Franklin
1706-90 – American Statesman
If there is no struggle, there is no progress
Frederick Douglass –
African-American abolitionist (1818-95)
It’s the moment you think you can’t that you realize you can
Céline Dion
A person without a business card is like a person with no face
Japanese saying
Well done is better than well sai
Benjamin Franklin
Courage is what it takes to stand up and speak: courage is also what it takes to sit
down and listen
Winston Churchill
IQ gets you hired, but EQ gets you promoted
Le quotient intellectual vous permet d’être embauché, le quotient émotionnel
d’obtenir une promotion
The secret of joy in work is contained in one word – excellence. To know how to do
something well is to enjoy it.
Pearl S Buck, American novelist
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Excellence is not a single event, but a habit
Aristote
Excellence is to do a common thing in an uncommon way
Booker T Washington, African-American educator
A person usually has two reasons for doing something: a good reason and the real
reason
Thomas Carlyle (1795-1881) – Scottish writer and historian
"In the darkest winter I finally
realised there lay within me an
invincible summer".
Albert Camus
One language sets you in a corridor for life. Two languages open every door along
the way.
Frank Smith – Psychologist
When I was young, I thought that money was the most important thing in life.
Now that I am old, I know that it is
Oscar Wilde (1854 – 1900) – Irish writer
If “Plan A” didn’t work, the Alphabet has 25 more letters… Stay cool
Mind is like a parachute. It works best when it’s open
The only way to do great work is to love what you do
Steve Jobs
Before you think, THINK
T
is it TRUE ?
H
is it HELPFUL ?
I
is it INSPIRING ?
N
is it Necessary ?
K
is it Kind ?
You want to know the difference between a master and a beginner ?
The master has failed more times than the beginner has even tried
The pessimist sees the difficulty in every opportunity, an optimist sees the opportunity
in every difficulty
Winston Churchill
The two best days of your life are the day you are born and the day you find out why
Mark Twain
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“It is not the strongest of the species that survive, nor the most intelligent, but the one
most responsive to change”
- Charles Darwin

Life has nos limitations except the ones you make
Les Brown
If you don’t make mistakes, you aren’t really trying
Coleman Hawking
Feed your faith and your fears will starve to death
Unknown
Your beliefs become your values,
Your values become your thoughts,
Your thoughts become your words,
And your words become your actions,
Your actions become your habits,
And your habits become your destiny
Mahatma Gahdhi
If you always do what you have always done,
You will always get what you have always got
Dr Ventus-Dark
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